Defined recombinants of poliovirus and coxsackievirus: sequence-specific deletions and functional substitutions in the 5'-noncoding regions of viral RNAs.
We describe the isolation of a variant of a polio--coxsackie recombinant virus (PCV110) containing a genomic RNA with a chimeric 5'-noncoding region. The variant virus [designated PCV110(1)] has growth and biosynthetic properties that are quite different from the original, temperature-sensitive isolate of the recombinant virus [designated PCV110(4)]. Nucleotide sequencing of the 5'-noncoding region of RNA from PCV110(1) revealed a 4-base deletion within the substituted coxsackievirus region of the chimeric genome that may contribute to the loss of temperature sensitivity of this variant recombinant virus. In addition, we have generated new recombinant viruses that contain (1) coxsackievirus sequences within the N66-N627 region of the poliovirus genome and (2) coxsackievirus sequences substituted from N1-N627 in the poliovirus genome. These recombinant viruses are not temperature sensitive for growth at 37 degrees and have biosynthetic properties similar to those of wild-type poliovirus. Our results provide evidence that replicase recognition signals encoded in the 5' noncoding regions of enterovirus genomic RNAs are not strictly sequence specific.